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About This Content

A desperate plea for help has come from the war-ravaged front lines, and Squad E has answered the call for reinforcements. Six
different battlefields, each one a bleak struggle for survival—could it be that the elite Squad E has finally met its match?

This mission can be played after completing Chapter 18 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book Mode > Menu >
Extra Stories.

Purchase of this or any other Valkyria Chronicles 4 DLC will add two additional
DLC to your Steam library for free, ‘Advance Ops’ and ‘A United Front with Squad

7’. (One copy of each free DLC per customer only.)
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valkyria chronicles 4 expert level skirmishes

A nicely conceived game. My 8yo loves playing.

Being a tamgotchi game, where you take care of a virtual pet, you fulfill the needs of the cat. You perform different tasks by
placing the cat in different areas, where it will animate, and fulfill the need.

You can also purchase acccessories for your animal, at a shop, with coins you earn, by playing the game.

The neat twist, is that you can attach your controller to a physical plush toy, and thus get the feel of a physical toy, with the in
game visuals.

The actual interaction has you moving the plush toy\\controller onto different spots, in the screen, picking up, putting down, or
rotating the cat so that it's upside down. It's well done, as it doesn't require pressing buttons, so it's more like interacting with an
animal, and less like a video game.

The game does require a quick set up by an adult, and the gameplay itself is not exactly complex, but the player does need to
understand the symbols, and what they mean. It's too complex for a toddler, but somewhere around 8yo is perfect, probably
younger, too, depending on the kid.

Being a tamagotchi game, it is meant to be played in 5-10 min bursts per day, but there is a command option at start that you can
set to reset the timer aka energy meter, so you can play multiple times, or have multiple people play in a 12hr span.

The graphics are nicely implemented, and the music is sweet, but it can be turned off if it annoys you. The animations are good,
and not over the top.

The game itself seems well optimized. I can crank the SS up to 150%, and only get motion smoothing on the area selection
screen, but no issues in the rest of the game. This is with a 1080ti. CPU is not an issue.

The dev has a roadmap for upcoming additions, and events. Well worth the time for a kiddo, or anyone who likes playing with
tamagotchi.

Definitely reccomended.. It's like Warthunder... But on acid
. I feel like I'm just doing random stuff and I have no use in the game. You can change your ships parts, but the descriptions are
pretty useless and there are no stats. Mechanics are not explained well. I want to like this game, but I don't.. I bought this game
for my 2 yr old grandson,Elijah . . With him being 2,I of course,have to help him quite a lot and that being said I think this is a
really cute game for the 10 and under crowd. . .

There are lots of activities to do in this game for older kids. Right now about all Elijah can do is the picture painting and he
completely loves doing that. . . The older he gets,the more he will be able to play. . .

I think I picked this one up for 39 cents and in my opinion I would have paid up to $3.99 for it,its well worth it.Some of the
activities are checkers,painting,a memory type game,word finds and a game we call "Dots",where you have to make random
lines on a grid of dots,in hopes of making boxes before your opponent does,the one with the most completed boxes by the end
of the game,wins. . . And in all truth,I still play this game on paper with my 21 yr old daughter as it's a great strategy type game.
. .

I give this kiddie-activity game a solid 9\/10 and I do recommend it. . .
Happy Gaming Everyone. . . .. Lives up to the original netstorm feel. Looking forward to seeing this game be completed.. This
finally works on Linux based computers. Yay! It is a very enjoyable game. I think the little furlings are so adorable. Totally
worth the $5 I paid for the game. No downsides. Tutorial is excellent. Main game is wonderful. I find this game relaxing as it
gives me a sense of control in my otherwise uncontrollable life! :D So buy it & enjoy!
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Bought this game for me to play with the kids. It's a fun, quick game with nice graphics. They love dropping those monsters.
There's also some stuff to think about. Will I spend my stars to morph into more powerful monsters? Which monster colour do I
want to knock out since they give different bonuses? If you knock down a blue you get an extra turn, a red scores you an extra
point, etc.. Bought this as part of the Grateful Dead pack. Pack is installed but none of the songs show up in the list of songs to
play. Bought 3 other packs, same result. Past packs loaded quickly. What happend?. Ok look the game is kinda short about 2 1/2
hours on easy you dont unlock all suit upgrades so going back in is very very good idea it is a good games and very fun very very
fun for $19 buy it all day you wil like it. After some initial problems running the game due to an unknown OSX bug, this game
REALLY comes into its own. It's super-fun, easy-to-grok, and fantastically-well-made. Kind of wish there were an iOS or
Android port of the game as it seems like it'd be a great way to pass the time on a short train-ride. Highly recommended if
you're a fan of the DOS game "Starship".. This is the worst game i have ever played in my entire life. ♥♥♥♥♥♥ controls and
movement, half the time your punches go right through the people. dont buy this game. I really do love stealth games though I
understand they can be rather polarizing as they test patience and can be unforgiving. Turnover is a particularly unforgiving
game and has pushed my patience with the short amount of time that I have spent with it.

That said, from each death I learn how to better navigate the game as Turnover has very solid and consistent mechanics. Each
level takes me a few deaths\/runs to understand where to expect encounters and available paths and how to get through, but
getting to the end is wonderfully rewarding and I feel like I really deserved it.

Long Division, LLC is also very open to feedback and is responsive which will make this great game even better with time.. no
good game no servers to play on...tryed to join the group 1 of them was private...
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